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Abstract:  

Authentication and security in automated systems have become very much necessary in our days and 

many techniques have been proposed towards this end. One of these alternatives is biometrics in which 

human body characteristics are used to authenticate the system user. The objective of this article is to 

present a method of text independent speaker identification through the replication of pitch characteristics. 

Pitch is an important speech feature and is used in a variety of applications, including voice biometrics. 

The proposed method of speaker identification is based on short segments of speech, namely, three 

seconds for training and three seconds for the speaker determination. From these segments pitch 

characteristics are extracted and are used in the proposed method of replication for identification of the 

speaker. 
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1-Introduction 

Two challenges affect speaker recognition algorithms: the diversity of channels used to transmit the speech 

signal, in training phase or recording test (example: phone call, cell phone, TV channel, internet, etc.) and 

additive noise contamination. Several techniques have been proposed to minimize or even eliminate these 

adverse effects. In addition to these two main problems mentioned, the duration of training and test time 

has a considerable effect on the performance of the speaker's recognition [1-2-3]. 

 

Research in speaker identification systems has used training and test time values of approximately 5 

minutes. However in practice, this procedure becomes cumbersome because it requires the manipulation 

of a large amount of data, either for training or actual execution. There are several studies that analyze the 

performance of speech recognition systems for different recording times [4-5-6]. Within this concept, 

analysis were performed to determine the shortest time for recognizing a speaker, and the minimum value 

of 10 seconds was suggested [8-9-10], 

The Figure 1 show the performance of SV accuracy in EER (%)[26] for test with segments of different 

lengths. The training duration is fixed at∼2.5 min [10]. 

 

Figure1 – Performance of speaker, different length [10] 
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The method here proposed is to use three seconds of recording for each speaker to be identified, and to 

obtain recognition rates compatible with biometric access control systems in controlled environments. The 

proposal is to maximize the number of pitch estimates using three extractors   for each speech recording, 

and replicate them for defined number of previously defined times to form a training base for later 

comparison and classification by means of the k nearest neighbor (k-NN) method. The proposed replication 

model will be tested in an automatic speaker identification system (Speaker Identification) using a 

previously recorded voice database. 

 

2. A Brief Review of Speaker Recognition Systems 

Automatic speaker recognition systems (ASR) have essentially three stages [11-12]: the first step is the 

transformation of the characteristics of the analog signals into digital signals, [13], the second step is to 

model and extract specific parameters that uniquely represent the characteristics of the given speech 

recording [14] and the last step consists in parameter  classification to identify the speaker. 

 

For a long time, the speaker identification used GMM (Gaussian Mixture Models) as a classifier to train 

the characteristics of the voice in low intensity vectors [15-16]. The Gaussian and Universal background 

model (GMM - UBM) are another popular approaches for text independent speaker recognition, because it 

allows management of both speaker and an impostor patterns, UBM has the characteristic to deal with 

features "hidden" [17]. The state-of-the art uses i-vector models and techniques of JFA (Join Factor Analysis) 

for speaker identification [7-19-25]. 

 

As for the extraction of voice features, the proposed model is based on Pitch. The fundamental frequency 

(pitch) varies from person to person and depends exclusively on the size of the vocal cord, its flexibility, 

its physiological quality and how it is physically structured in the larynx. The pitch value for an adult man 

can range from 50 Hz to 250 Hz and for women and children can reach values of 500 Hz [22]. Speaker can 

control the pitch of the sound being produced because the system is all supported by muscles and cartilage 

that can be altered through muscular contractions. The difference in fundamental frequency values between 

different speakers and groups of speakers has been seen as a great potential for automatic speech 

recognition. Pitch is considered a weak feature for a method of speaker recognition, compared to more 

advanced techniques such as cepstral features, Mel-Frequency cespstral coefficients (MFCC) and PMCC 

(Power-Normalized Cepstral Coefficients) techniques that may reflect vectors of order N, but very 

susceptible to noise [20]. The proposed method is the speaker identification using pitch replication 

comparisons and classifier k-NN (k nearest neighbors) [21]. 

 

The biometry process basically contemplates two variables that change constantly, one of them is the 

variation of the extracted features and the other is the means or method used to obtain the information, 

called the channel. In the case of voice biometry, the quick voice variations, whether in the amplitude, 

cadence, pronunciation, physical or emotional conditions of the speaker, etc., change the values of the 

features extracted for comparison, and the another one is the variation of the media for capturing the signal, 

such as noisy environments, telephone line, transmission medium equipment among others, which directly 

affect the information are called channel characteristics [22]. These two aspects, represent challenges for  

voice biometry and identification of the speaker as the classification deals with N-dimensional parameter 

vectors, located in a hyper-plan that are distinct but morphologically grouped[18]. Techniques such as i-
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vector, GMM-UBM and deep neural networks, known as DNN (deep neural networks) are considered as 

state-of-the-art in speaker recognition systems. 

 

3. Proposed method 

The speaker recognition system proposed in this project aims to classify patterns of an speaker, using the 

k-NN (k nearest neighbor) technique. The methodology uses parameters to represent a specific 

characteristic of speech, in this case, pitch values, obtained in the stage of preprocessing of the voice signal, 

for the generation of temporal matrices. These temporal matrices reproduce the global and local variations 

in time, as well as the spectrum of the signal. Pitch replication is used to increase the amount of information 

that is supplied to the k-NN classifier. The performance of the proposed search algorithm is analyzed. The 

recording and processing of voice for speaker identification is done through a platform developed in 

MATLAB. 

 

a) The proposed algorithm is best explained by the four actions described below:Initially, , as 

mentioned, the speech signal was partitioned into three seconds segments.   

b) Then the values and pitch quantities of the three second segments are obtained using three 

proposed extractors algorithms: Cepstrum method (CEPSTRAL) [20-22], Subharmonic-to-

Harmonic ratio (SHR) [24] and Maximum value of Fast Fourier Transform (MFFT) [22].. Due to 

the characteristics of each extractor, the amount of useful pitch obtained by extractor differs in 

extracted quantities and pitch values. On average, each extractor can obtain between 30 and 80 

useful pitches values (in a recording of 3 seconds) that will be used in the proposed model of 

replication and later classification. It was adopted as useful pitch values, those that oscillate 

between 30% of the average value of the pitch samples of a recording of three seconds. As 

observed, due to the variations of the characteristics extracted from a speaker, as well as the 

variation of the communication channel, the quantity and values of pitch change, even if  the 

same utterance was recorded. 

c) Thirdly, the proposed replication technique is applied. The method consists of replicating the 

values and quantities of pitch values obtained from the second stage until reaching a 

predetermined maximum amount of pitch values. For example, if the SHR extractor obtained 50 

pitch values from a given 3-second recording and the maximum number of replicate pitch values 

to be analyzed is 600 pitch (for example), the SHR 50 values will be replicated 12 times, thereby 

creating a matrix 1x600 (50 x 12 = 600).When set, the maximum pitch quantity (is maintained for 

all recordings (test and training recordings) and for all proposed extractors, in the case 

(CEPSTRAL, SHR and MFFT). There will be times when the maximum amount is not an integer 

number, so the value will be either truncated or completed until the maximum value proposed is 

reached. Following the previous example, if the MFFT gets 70 useful pitch values of a given 

recording and the maximum value for comparison is 600 pitch, we will have the following 

replication model: 8 x 70 = 560 pitch values and will be completed with 40 more pitch values of 

the 70 obtained in the MFFT extractor until reaching the maximum value of 600 pitch values. 

d) The fourth, and final step, consists in identifying the speaker by determining the vector in the 

trained vector set that is closest to the actual speech data that is to be identified, and the proximity 

between the trained database recordings and the test database recordings, using a k- NN (k nearest 

neighbors) for each pitch . This will  define the speaker candidate with the highest probability of 

being the one that recorded the speech file under analysis. 
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Figure 2 presents in a simplified way the method proposed of pitch replication obtained from the three 

extractors (CEPSTRAL, SHR and MFFT), for comparison and classification using k-NN. 

 

 

Figure2 – Comparative method of pitch replication and classification 

 

4. Experimental Results 

The proposed model of replication was tested as automatic speaker identification systems (Speaker 

Identification -SI) using the training and test recordings of the ELSDSR database to verify the replication 

method, were used 154 training recordings and the 22 test recording. 

 

The English Language Speech Database for Speaker Recognition (ELSDSR) was prepared in the 

University of Denmark. The texts are in English language and are read by 20 Danes, one Icelandic and one 

Canadian. All the users make seven recordings, of seven different utterances, totaling 154 recordings, These 

recordings are considered as a training base. For the test base, the same users read two different texts, 

totaling 22 recordings for the test phase [23]. All recordings have an average of 6 seconds of recording, as 

the proposal is to use three seconds, every recording loaded for analysis was truncated in three seconds. 

 

The experiment was divided into four phases: 

1- Using the training voice database as test database, 154 recordings (7 recordings x 22 users) were used 

to train the algorithm and  the same 154 recordings were used to test the system,  using the 

proposed of replication for speaker identification. 
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2- Using part of the training voice database and the remaining use as test database. 88 (4 recordings x 22 

users) of the 154 recordings were used for training purposes  and the 66 (3 recordings x 22 users) 

remaining recordings were used for testing the algorithm 

3- Using the 154 recordings (7 recordings x 22 users) of the database for training purposes and using the 

22 recordings of the test database to assess the performance of the algorithm( all recording with three 

seconds of duration ). 

4- Identical to number 3 but continuously. Several recordings of three seconds continuously, until the 

end of the file recording of the user in the test database. In average each recording has 25 seconds of 

duration. 

 

For the first experiment, due to the use of a k-NN classifier its result was 100% accuracy, all recordings 

were found and there wasn’t FAR (False Acceptance Rate) or FRR. (False Acceptance Rate)[26]. 

 

For the second and third experiment, two analyses were performed, with replication of 600 pitchs and 

another with 200 pitchs. There was an improvement of 19,96% just because it performed more 

replication, as shown in Figure 3 (a) and 3 (b). The EER% values obtained are in accordance with 

speaker verification with short utterances[1-10]. 

 

 
   Fig.3(a) EER- 25,38% for 200 Replication  Fig.3(b) EER-22,35% for 600 Replication 

 

For the fourth experiment, it was used 600  pitch replications. The analysis was made with all recording, 

that is, several samples of three seconds of the same recording passed by algorithm until the end of the 

recording file and an performance analysis being done at the end. Of the 22 recordings in the test database, 

16 speakers were recognized and 6 speakers were not (although they were pointed out as candidates, they 

were not unequivocally identified as the speaker). 

 

5. Conclusion 

Speaker based identification or authentication system is becoming more  popular day by day. Noise, 

extractor, features and channel or media differences are the basic challenges of speaker identification.  

 

The voice biometry process basically contemplates two variables that change constantly: extracted 

features and channel differences. Both are directly linked to the classification models and their performance 

needs to be mathematically sound, computationally fast and accurate 

 

For the proposed method, the number of pitch values to be used is augmented by a replication technique. 

It is demonstrated that increasing the number of replicated values of pitch tends to improve the performance 
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of the speaker recognition algorithm when a k-NN classifier is employed. Neural network, and Deep 

Learning can also be used as classifier but k-NN provides a faster training time along with a satisfying 

accuracy [27]. One of the main challenges in the project was to stabilize the feature values, so that there 

are no comparisons of segments in which the utterance is not voiced, that is a pich is not valid by definition. 

 

Although having some challenges, voice based speaker recognition has been getting widely acceptance day 

by day due to some proprieties which are absent in other biometric features. Here, voice features are stored 

and matched without the use of noise elimination techniques and using a small amount of training data. 

 

Experimental results confirm the accuracy of the algorithm here proposed. 
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